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Abstract. Blended learning (also known as hybrid learning) is a teaching method that combines technology and digital 

media with traditional instructor-led classroom activities, giving students greater flexibility to personalize their learning 

experiences. Examples include learning centers, Labs, and the reverse classroom, where learners practice the lesson 

before practicing face-to-face Doing. Flex: Flex learning is learning that is intertwined when customized a word that 

can be used as an alternative. Two Much for mixed learning training Contexts suitable for meeting the growing needs 

of new age learners - traditional face-to-face learning and e-learning. By complementing live and online learning, 

mixed learning meets truly integrated classroom that can be completed. Teachers who keep students engaged, 

motivated, and motivated Helps to do more effectively and make more profit with their students. The main what is the 

difference between e-learning and mixed learning, e-learning is conducted entirely using the internet, at the same time 

mixed Learning uses both face-to-face classroom sessions. Rotation when it comes to attitude, students learn online in 

the classroom with the guidance of a teacher they work in groups through activities. In other words, Teacher-led 

instruction is reduced; more and more students are engaging in common tasks online. Mixed learning is short-lived and 

when students are a combination of traditional face-to-face instruction with aspects of online instruction with a teacher 

in the classroom. There is mixed learning Instructor-led brick and mortar is classroom training and online learning 

approach that integrates functions. 

Keywords: Blended learning, Student success, Evaluation methodologies, Learning design, Course design, Quality of 

blended learning. 

1. Introduction 

Recent evidence suggests that many students work better with mixed learning programs Shows. In some studies, 94% of 

all students who complete a mixed learning program complete the curriculum successfully completed. Moreover, 62% of the 

participating students were their own Scored high on AP tests. It can promote deep learning, reduce stress and increase 

student satisfaction. Teachers can be more involved with their students. Mixed learning students with their professors and 

Provides more opportunity to interact with teachers. By providing digital opportunities for engagement, educators share live 

chats in front of their peers More engagement can be found online from students who are not comfortable taking. Mixed 

learning is mobile learning and online for teachers, coaches and students through the effective combination of traditional 

classroom teaching with activities Is an approach that provides innovative educational solutions. In general, study results 

(attendance, retention and student scores) are on the assessment criteria. And include a combination of data on student 

satisfaction and Levels of student involvement. "Mixed learning" A face-to-face learning process and an online learning 

approach to mix learning. Mixed arrangements for learning should be tailored to the needs of the students. Mixed learning 

courses are online resources with traditional classroom-based teaching methods and a training delivery system that combines 

opportunities. Structured with mixed learning thinking Integrates online activities into face-to-face courses. Students’ 

quizzes and engage in online activities such as contributing to discussion forums, lectures, Interact with online course 

materials such as screen casts and simulations. And the Increases workload brings flexibility to students family 

responsibilities This includes; They are capabilities to improve modern communication and collaboration methods, 

Immediate access to increase knowledge in both disciplines, if used well and discipline Technology is Expensive. Inadequate 

Training Technology Issues Adapting Content for Blended Learning Decreased Motivation Weakened Relationships. 

2. Blended Learning 

The term mixed learning is often used, but exists ambiguity as to what it means. What is Mixed Learning? What, how, 

and why do we mix? Different definitions, models and Concepts and their implications are discussed. Including definitions 

and models and variety Concepts, basically refer to all types of education, are some aspects of Includes Direct learning and 

online learning are described as mixed learning influential definitions, several different mixed learning models have been 

suggested. Mixed learning models generally focus on the body or surface-level characteristics rather than teaching or 

psychological characteristics. However, the first model described is an exception. Although not specifically developed for 

mixed learning, one of the most influential mixed learning models is the community of inquiry structure. It has been argued 

that the general nature of the structure and that it echoes well with Face-to-face and online learning; effectively understand 

and design mixed learning. 
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FIGURE 1. Elements of an Effective, Learner-Centered ―Blend‖ 

 

This is computer aided learning Applies to any learning environment involved. In the learning environment the same 

teaching and direct learning and BL is a combination Computer aided learning is defined as. The main purpose of most 

mixed learning design is individual learning subjects, contexts and two learning methods. Mixed Learning Some companies 

describe their mixed practices, Describe their own language, definitions or typology and their mixing practices, their own 

language, definitions or typography We recommend that you be part of it. Because of the lack of definition, companies need 

what they need Allows you to change and use the word and increase its ownership. The current emphasis is on distinguishing 

BL from traditional and online courses. However, future learning methods may differ less in how they integrate than in how 

they integrate. There may come a time when the term hybrid learning becomes obsolete because hybridization has become 

the new norm. However, at present a label is helpful to indicate these structurally different contexts. Traditional learning and 

from teaching Very Suitable for use in the transition process to learning. Teaching and Learning In this model, there are 

significant amounts of f2f components technically based are converted into teaching. Therefore, due to the high use of ICT, 

for the convenience of learning these days fewer f2f class sessions are conducted. The most effective teaching model is self-

paced learning, direct is a hybrid approach that integrates e-learning and f2f classroom learning. 
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3. Student success 

This may be because there are so many mixed learning models Is it more effective or more appropriate to select a 

particular company? The answer may Seems surprising or at least negative: nothing like the best and most Companies can 

succeed with any of them. With the success or perseverance of the students the delivery system has a very weak statistical 

relationship. In contrast, the set of organizational variables accepted as important Success factors for mixed learning and full 

online endeavors. These variables are from companies that have been successful in the online environment for over a decade 

Received. UCF Learning Impact Assessment System Distributed, by participating schools Adoption is not just about the 

level of learning mix, but also student success and return rates, student satisfaction And is used as a model to measure data 

on teacher satisfaction. Upon completion of the NGLC project, data were collected from more than 20 participating schools 

and their students. Understanding students ’success is as important as the withdrawal and learning environment it highlighted 

things in many course methods. This is how we learn about how mixed learning is structured in the new nature these are the 

key elements that make up the most effective decisions. Most students are partners and for minorities and non-minorities 

Maintain or improve access, the results reported here are advanced for students Indicates generating success rates. In 

addition, Learning is when students express confidence in the effectiveness of their learning environment, the learning 

program aims to improve students' success rates. Project Team Introduced changes to module layout, training support and 

many more online resources. Composition reflects a mix of traditional and innovative components, with new components 

often online Marked found in improvements. Results passed at both companies have shown significant improvements in fees. 

A comprehensive assessment of the students' use of the new environment was conducted. The main components of the 

composition and the results indicate a generally positive rating of widespread use new online features. 

4. Evaluation methodologies 

It is true that evaluation methods need to be categorized in order to assess the value of this new teaching medium as 

needed, the use of computer conferences in educational applications has grown over the past few years. The approaches to 

evaluation, which are relevant Drawing strategies and proposing unique techniques for its character. In this sense, this article 

aims to review the intrinsic characteristics of WUIs and key concepts about wildfire in WUI, provide evaluation methods 

used in WUI, and analyze the various risk mitigation and mitigation Projects created in WUI affected by various wildfires. 

Some parts of the world. In this case through our analysis we have found that the works created by researchers around the 

world are remarkable. Of this environmental problem considering the increasing relevance. However, to change knowledge 

and improve collaboration defining standardized algorithms is fundamental. Collective approach Implementation is essential, 

especially in developing strategies to prevent and reduce fire risk in these areas. 

5. Learning design 

A layer that breaks down the complexity in mixed learning design, introduces the systematic approach and emphasizes 

the socio-technical, method-based approach. Educational processes using learning technology. It has been argued that 

modeling such processes into forms allows a successful artificial visualization to be reused and thus enhanced. Definitely the 

performance of the design unlike other existing approaches, and methodological approaches to design according to the claim 

should not be pedagogically neutral; the approach presented here is based on the academic principles of the person-centered 

approach. Arranging patterns at different levels and granularities makes them reusable and stretchable so they can be easily 

modified to specific needs. This benefit is further confirmed when forms are implemented in a customized format, aimed at 

assisting Such as customizing WebPages, creating a team, commenting or evaluating Users in doing specific tasks, thus 

significantly reducing the effort spent on organizational issues. This Focusing on the elements of learning, which will 

preserve the learning mix learning systems. Self-reflection, of the learner the need and value of beliefs and attitudes. 

Ideology Interrelated and involves intermediate learning. Force those who have learned to add their previous experiences in 

problem solving. Use scaffolding to help learners think beyond what they already know. Because of this Learner control over 

learning. The learner results in self-mediated learning. Compound components are essential components Includes. Also, 

cooperation among students is essential. Learners their previous knowledge and They Their ideas, perspectives and / or 

attitudes based on experience reveal. Ideas, perspectives and among learners to develop new knowledge Many perspectives 

on attitudes are talked about socially 

6. Course design 

Introduced automated Creating Students across groups, peer-to-peer assessment and across groups based on various 

criteria fully file sharing function. Course management tools and implemented tools for automated standardization of 

programming tasks."Teaching Methods in Information Science" Course Undergraduate Program Mathematics and Designed 

for senior students in the fields of information science, information science, arts and sciences, University of Rijeka, Rijeka, 

Croatia. The academic year in Croatia is one winter and one summer, of course it is two seasons. The first year course on 

human development is all at the Regional Australian University One taken by undergraduate students as well. Previously, the 

course was confined to two campuses only Lectures were given and included This course at the university called Desk is for 

online learning The course is available online, however, through the management system also a repository for materials 
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offered in LMS course lectures and trainings Also used as a place for announcements. Graphic summary of the mixed 

learning curriculum. Course six equals Weighing blocks have lifetime levels. Questions that focus on each volume and There 

is a visual feedback map, which is the main content of each provided guidance to students regarding. 

7. Quality of blended learning 

Common features of the mix Learning and learning quality the concept of "mixed learning quality" was explained and an 

A sample was provided for the quality of mixed learning. The research effort above is now in establishing rankings Focuses. 

The quality of students' knowledge and skills is sound, in-depth and consistent knowledge and it is understood as practical 

application. Teacher assessment of students' knowledge and skills is a significant component of the integrated indicator of 

learning quality. Both approaches to evaluation learning - the effectiveness of the combination of teacher approach and 

student approach - is a common expert Allows Teacher to improve the learning process as a whole, resulting in evaluation. 

This condition Creates Ricky for rankings. Expressions are linear forms, the mathematical model of which is solved using 

the solution of MS Excel An integer programming model. The quality of mixed learning was assessed, to assess the quality 

of mixed learning a method for presenting the model and the identified objective was presented; many aspects that contribute 

to learning outcomes need to be carefully considered in A. to assess Quality environment of students' learning experiences. 

In which study, First-year engineering students take a semester-long course in a mixed curriculum to collaborate and explore. 

Because they collaborate in both class and online, investigation and this study explores their approaches to online learning 

technologies. In mixed learning when evaluating the quality of learning, teachers are also concerned about the quality of 

education of their courses. Teaching and learning models and how they are for learning experiences A clear understanding of 

what contributes is strategically and academically essential. 

8. Conclusion 

This Applies to any learning environment that includes computer aided learning. In a uniform teaching and learning 

environment Face-to-face and BL is defined as a combination of computer aided learning. Of mixed learning design the main 

structured in the new nature, for individual learning lessons, contexts and purposes these are the key elements of how we 

make the best decisions about. Most Maintains or enhances access to student partners and minority and non-minority Creates 

improved success rates for students the results reported here indicate. Because they collaborate in both class and online, 

inquiry and online learning this study explores their approaches to technologies. Regarding the quality of education in their 

courses Concerned teachers, the quality of learning in mixed learning Face many challenges when evaluating. A winter in the 

Croatian academic year and there is a summer, of course it is two seasons the first year course on human development is one 

taken by all undergraduate students at the Regional Australian University 
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